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                    With 25 years of international projects successfully completed, we provide risk reduction solutions built around high-quality instrumentation and inspection services.

Construction companies, contracting authorities and operators: we strongly believe that only accurate and reliable data is useful to you.

We transform measurement results into the high added-value information you need to make appropriate and informed decisions.

Our expertise spans every link in the chain, from preliminary advice and choosing and installing sensors to measurement recording and systems operational maintenance, results presentation and metrological validation of data.

Our expertise and permanent quest for the highest quality apply equally to traditional measurement techniques and the latest innovative technologies.

 

                

            

        

    

    
                    
                    
                                                    We supply our services for applications like these:

                                                
                            
                                                                    
                                        
                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        Worksites

                                                        
                                                            ';
                                                        

                                                        Monitoring during the construction phase or close to operational interventions
                                                    
                                                

                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        Infrastructures

                                                        
                                                            ';
                                                        

                                                        Operational monitoring of engineered structures
                                                    
                                                

                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        Natural hazards

                                                        
                                                            ';
                                                        

                                                        Landslides, earthquakes and floods
                                                    
                                                

                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        Mines & Industries

                                                        
                                                            ';
                                                        

                                                        Open-cast mines, underground mines and industrial facilities
                                                    
                                                

                                                                                    

                                        

                                    

                                                            

                        

                    

                

                            
                    
                                                    Our technical processes:

                                                                            
                                                                    Soil, structural and environmental measurement

Identifying and characterising geotechnical, 
 structural and environmental factors



                                                                    Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)

Extending the operating service life of structures



                                                                    Satellite monitoring (Atlas InSAR)

Monitoring ground motion and infrastructures stability from space



                                                            

                                                                        

                

                
    
    
                    
                
                                            Key figures for our Monitoring activity
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                                450

                                engineers, doctors and technicians
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                                25

                                years of experience
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                                350

                                construction sites in progress throughout the world

                            

                                            

                

            
            
    

    
    
                    
                
                                            The added benefits of our Monitoring activity:

                                        
                                                                        
                        
                            The power of a global leader with the close relationships of a local presence

                            With a presence in 20 countries on 5 continents, our Group ethos is to share feedback and improvements to provide you with consistent improvements in service delivery. Our local operating bases facilitate close relationships and a high level of responsiveness across all our assignments, from the most modest to the most iconic.

                        

                    

                                                                
                        
                            Every type of measurement at one address

                            Our teams’ expertise in all types of measurement can cover all your needs to deliver optimum solutions. Traditional measurement techniques are combined with the latest developments available in the marketplace, those produced by our own development department, and specialist software developed in-house over the last 20 years.  

                        

                    

                                                                
                        
                            Peace of Mind

                            That's our promise to provide reliable, accurate and usable measurement data throughout your project.
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            You want to know more about our expertise? We provide you customized solutions.

Our experts in Engineering, Monitoring, Mapping and Digital help you manage your infrastructures throughout their entire life cycle.

Contact us        
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